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SIMH simulator license dispute:
https://groups.io/g/simh/topic/new_license/91108560

Vulnerability in the Linux perf kernel subsystem:
https://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2022/05/20/2

HP has announced a laptop that comes with Pop!_OS:
https://hpdevone.com/

Ubuntu 22.10 will move to audio processing with PipeWire instead of PulseAudio:
https://discourse.ubuntu.com/t/pipewire-as-a-replacement-for-pulseaudio/28489/3

Lotus 1-2-3 ported to Linux:
https://lock.cmpxchg8b.com/linux123.html

KDE Plasma 5.25 desktop testing:
https://kde.org/announcements/plasma/5/5.24.90/

DeepMind Opens Code for MuJoCo Physics Simulator:
https://www.deepmind.com/blog/open-sourcing-mujoco

Alpine Linux 3.16:
nginx 1.22.0 released:

Clonezilla Live 3.0.0 released:
https://sourceforge.net/p/clonezilla/news/2022/05/stable-clonezilla-live-300-26-released/

Mir 2.8 display server released:
https://discourse.ubuntu.com/t/mir-release-2-8-0/28581

Roadmap for Budgie's user environment:
https://blog.buddiesofbudgie.org/state-of-the-budgie-may-2022/

Release of the anonymous network I2P 1.8.0 and the C++ client i2pd 2.42:
https://github.com/PurpleI2P/i2pd/releases/tag/2.42.0

AlmaLinux 9.0 distribution available:
https://almalinux.org/blog/almalinux-9-now-available/

Ubuntu developers begin to solve problems with the slow Firefox snap:
https://ubuntu.com/blog/how-are-we-improving-firefox-snap-performance-part-1

A hardwired password revealed in Linuxfx:
https://kernal.eu/posts/linuxfx/

---

**Destination Linux 280: Improving Firefox With Cool Extensions - TuxDigital**[4]

This week's episode of Destination Linux, we're going to be talking about completely awesome and unique extensions to check out for your browser. Then we will be discussing big tech funding the fix with open source security. Plus, we have our tips/tricks and software picks. All this and more coming up right now on Destination Linux to keep those penguins marching!

---

**New Video: Discover Vector Shape Libraries | Krita**[5]

After a LOT of research, Ramon's new video is done: this time he investigates how to create vector libraries in Inkscape for use in Krita. And there are two cool libraries he has prepared for you all to play with!

---

**AlmaLinux OS 9.0 overview | Free Linux OS for the community, by the community - Invidious**[6]
In this video, I am going to show an overview of AlmaLinux OS 9.0 and some of the applications pre-installed.

- **15 AWESOME KDE Apps: I was WRONG about KDE applications! - Invidious** [7]
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